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Across
2. Every 7 days, you can read about another awesome
judge at blogs.magicjudges.org/____
3. The IRC channel for casual and policy related judge
chats
7. 'Your turn, yo' offers to move the game here
11. A verbal admonition to a player
12. This South American country is its own region
14. The most important person in the room
16. Learn about policy in pools of this
19. This increases based on the prizes awarded
23. Collin Jackson's timeless piece
25. Originally an annual event for the community, it
now takes place online multiple times per year
26. Our planet is dividied into 24 of these
28. This type of unsporting conduct includes using
social media to bully another player
29. Useful for stacking triggers from multiple players
31. Lightning Bolts don't kill creatures. These do.
32. At regular, do this like hell
33. Judging news in audio format

Down
1. This penalty is given to a player when they fail to
point out a mistake made by another player
3. Magic Rules Manager
4. Level 5 judges who retire from active judging may
become this
5. This judge holds the unofficial record for most GPs
judged
6. The current power and toughness of a creature is
this type of information
8. An officially tracked penalty
9. Recently promoted to a Keyword
10. The web software that powers the Judge Blog
Network
13. The color shirt worn by the Head Judge of a GP or
PT
15. A peer-to-peer recognition system for recognizing
outstanding judges
17. The DCI recommends we perform these on at least
10% of players
18. Khans of Tarkir will be the third block to feature
this mechanic
20. Leader of the Regional Coordinators
21. Emblems live in this zone
22. Recently demoted to definitely not a keyword
23. Toby's blog: _____ Perspectives
24. This aptly-named Judge Foil spent a few years
locked up between printing and distribution
27. DLI recently completed his 300th
30. Issuing these is a rare chance for the Head Judge
to be artistic

